Hangouts
How do I sign into Google pages with my TRACKS ID? (Hangouts)

Sign into Google Account Pages

Remember that Google Account names are [username@my.fit.edu](mailto:username@my.fit.edu) for students and [username@fit.edu](mailto:username@fit.edu) for Faculty and Staff.

The sign in page will look like this, enter your email address:
Hangouts

Google

Sign in

Use your Google Account

Email or phone

Forgot email?

Not your computer? Use Guest mode to sign in privately.
Learn more

Create account

Next

Hit enter or click Next. It will then bring you to this screen.
Go ahead and sign in with your TRACKS account.

For Hangouts:

Visit [Hangouts](https://hangouts.google.com/) and choose sign in. Alternatively you can download the App: iOS, Android, Chrome Extension